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INTRODUCTION 

There is a fairly wide and expanding Jiterature on the potential role 
of developing cowitries in the global software industry and on the related 
problems of developing a software industry in these countries! Most of this 
effort has focused on how developing c0wttries, particularly the Newly 
Industrialized Econoaies (NIEs) aight be able to participate in the global 
software industry, which niches they could penetrate, and how they could take 
advantage of their comparative advantages in this regard. 

Also addressed are the practical probleas involved in developing local 
software production capabilities and acquiring the requisite know-how, 
technology and aarket intelligence and access. 

Strangely, what has received relatively little attention is the 
p..>tential role of software applications, froa whatever source, for iaproving 
the productive efficiency of enterprises in developing countries, thus 
contributing to economic development and to competitiveness in international 
markets. Even though there are many examples of software applications making 
significant contributions to productivity in both the public and private 
sectors in developing countries in various sectors. no systematic study and 
assessment of these experiences have been made.~ 

In the modern global economy. international competitiveness is a driving 
conct-rn. The trend towards freeing up domestic economies, liberalizing markets 
and encouraging private sector development and entrepreneurship has made it 
vital for firms everywhPre to become more competitive on a global basis. For 
the developing countries, this presents a special challenge. After years of 
fol lowing "import subs ti tu ti.on• models of industrial development1 and a 
relatively protected domestic market, firms in developing countries are having 

Robert Schware, "Softuare Industry Development in the Third World: 
Pol 1 cy Guide Ii nes, Institutional Options and Ct>nstraints". World Develo19ent, 
\'r>l. 15, No. 10/11, pp. 1249-1267, 1987; Carlos Maria Correa, •software 
Industry: An Opportunity for Latin America?•, World Develoiment. Vol. 18, No. 
11. pp. 158/-1598, 1990; Ukandi G. Damachi, H. Ray Souder a;id Nicholas A. 
Damachi, (eds) Collputers and C."1SpUter Applications in Developing Countries, 
Macmillan Press, London, 1987; Robert Schware, •Tue World Software Industry 
and Software Engineering: OpportWlities and Constraints for Newly 
Industrialized Economies". World Bank Teclmical Paper No. 104, The World Bank, 
washington D.C., 1989 

For example. the Indian railway system has been totally 
transformed as a result of computerization. and the software and systems 
developa~nt was carried out by a local firm. Reservations, ticketing and 
schf'dul i ng has vast.I y improved now for rail travel in India. 

Furthermore. these "import substitution" approaches have been 
critidzPd as actually being "import reproduction" strategies, and thereby not 
contributing to domestic industrial development of a balanced and long term 
nature. See Lynn Mytelka, "The Unfulfilled Promise of African 
Industrialization". African Studies Review, Vol. 32, No. 3, pp. 77-137, 1989, 
for a critiq1;p of the traditional import substitution models. 
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to face the realities of hard c0111pet1t1on both foreign and domestic. A major 
hindrance in this regard is the low level of efficiency of industry in the 
Third World. 

In a general sense. there is a vast gap in productivity levels between 
industrialized and developing countries as measured in terms of gross output 
per worker or value added per worker: partly as a result of technology gaps. 
However. given a certain level of technology. it is also true that 
productivity is lowered by the inefficient utilization of technology and by 
inefficiencies in the 11anage11ent and organization of production itself. 

Attempts have been made to capture these aspects of inefficiency. at 
least at the aacro-level. through such measures as domestic resource cost 
(DRC), e-ffective rates of protection (ERP) and total factor productivity 
(TFP). These measures. however. do not offer any useful insights into the 
likely causes of these inefficiencies. Packs. for example, argues thPt these 
measures do not tell you whether any possibilities exist for :_sproving 
productivity, through. for exaaple, skill transfer. The sources of 
inefficiency are not clarified in any manner. 

On the other hand, recent developments in the management literature have 
highlighted the important role of •softer• procedural and organizational 
i•provements for enhancing overall productivity. Distortions and •disconnects" 
in the manufacturing process, c~nications, inter-departmental linlcages and 
information flows are identified as some of the root causes of inefficiencies 
in the system as a whole. The •nea• management techniques, such as Just in 
Time. Zero Defects and Total Quality Management stress this focus on the 
processes th&t are associated with manufacturing and its relevance to 
improving the productivity and competitiveness of the firm. Most of this 
literature has focused on the industrialized world, though some efforts have 
been made to examine the implications of the new management practices for 
developing countries.• In recent times, this approach has taken an explicit 

• See UNIOO, Industry and Development: Clobal hport 1989/1990, 
Vienna, Austria, 1990, for detailed data on productivity levels in individual 
countries and sectors. 

s Hovard Pack, •Productivity and Industrial Development in Sub-
Saharan Africa•, Working Paper No. 3, Technology Assessment Policy Analysis 
Project, USAID, Washington D.C., 1990. 

• For exaaple, Atul Wad, "Technological Capabilities and 
Organiutional Capabilities in Developing Countries", Working Paper, The 
Technology Assessment Policy Analysis Project, USAID, Washington D.C. 1990; 
Kurt Hoffa.an, "Technological Advance and Organizational Innovation in the 
Engineering Industry•, Vorld .lank Industry Serie• Paper, No. 4, March 1989, 
and Carlota Perez, "Microelectronics, Long Waves and World Structural Change: 
Nev Perspectives for Developing Countries•, Tbe Vorld Bank, St.rat.egic Planning 
Review, Discussion paper No. 4, December 1989. 
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focus on the technological proc.c?sses of the firm lmd how these ~ou:!.d be 
i 11prm:ed upon . ., 

Ti.us. there have been recent developments that have begun to address the 
issue of productivity and competitiveness in developing countries. A wide 
range of firm level and policy measures need to be considered in order to 
effect productivity improvements. Software can play an important role in this 
regard. 

The purpose of this paper is to exaaine the practical issues involved 
in developing and applying software for the iaprovement of the competitive 
position of firms from developing countries, with a specific focus on small 
and aid-sized firms. Furthermore, the paper is primarily concerned with the 
applications of software to the industrial sector in developing countries. 

The paper will first discuss the broad changes in the global econcmy and 
how they are changing the concept and determinants of coapetitiveness in t~e 
modern world. It will then examine the potential role of software applications 
in iaproving the efficiency of d<>11estic enterprises, and the different areas 
where software car. have an impact. Following this is a discussion of the 
issues involved ir. developing or acquiring the needed types of software and 
the issues invol·red in the delivery of software to the users. The paper 
concludes with an analysis of the policy implications for developing 
countries. 

11IE CHANCING GLOBAL CONn;;u 

Several dramatic changes in the global context for development make it 
more important for developing countries to become active participants in the 
world economy. The new global contex~ presents a different set of challenges 
for these countries: 

A heightened pace of global competition and new bases for 
competition; 

The rise of the NICs and the gradual entrance of Eastern Europe 
into the global economy; 

An accelerating 
particularly in 
biotechnology}; 

rate of technical innovation 
the advanced technologies (e.g. 

and change. 
informatics. 

The emergence of science-based knowledge-intensive technology. 
and its spread throughout the industrial world; 

The internationalization of capital and production and the 
globalization of manufacturing. The development of niche markets 
and product and market differentiation on an unprecedented scale, 
at least in the inoustrialized nations; 

See, for example, Steven Hunt, Atul Wad and Timothy Lavengood, 
"Technology Assets Management: Optimizing the Returns fro111 Technological 
Assets", Joint Working Paper of Arthur Andersen & Co. and the Center for thP. 
lnterdi sci pl inary Study of Science and Technology (CISST), Northve.i;tern 
University. 1991. 
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Changes in the concepts of efficiency and productivity (from 
economies of scale to econo•ies of scope), which places greater 
emphasis on flexibility and innovativeness. 

These changes have had important iaplications for what constitutes 
competitiveness in today's world. With the shlft to a new techno-economic 
paradigm, the traditional bases of ce>11petitiveness are being eroded and 
replaced by a new set of concepts based on quality, responsiveness, speed to 
aarket, flexibility and efficiency in service. In this new playing field, the 
traditional strength of the third world, cheap labor, aay not retain the value 
it once had. On the other hand, the changing situation could open up new areas 
of opportunity for the developing countries. 

Ihe C~..allen&e for QeyelopiJJ& Countries 

For developing countries, the iaplications of these changes are complex 
and serious. To c911pete, they must unuertake a series o~ steps. They will 
have to: 

Imp~ove the process of technological development and capability 
building in their industries so as to make them more productive and 
ca11petitive. This is particularly true for countries that have 
Wldertaken policies to liberalize their economies and privatize public 
sector corporations. In order to survi¥e and succeed in the more open 
and hence more competitive envirot111ent being created, local firms need 
to upgrade their technological capabilities tl-irough internal technology 
development, sourcing of foreign technologies, adaptation. joint
ventures, and other means; 

Developing countries must develop their international business 
strategies and increase their participation in global markets on the 
basis of their competitive advantages. This requires more systematic 
and sophisticated marketing, market •intelligence• and market access. 
Their firms need to be able to define •niches• and windows of 
opportunity, enter into cooperative arrangements with firms in other 
countries, and deliver quality goods or services on time and at the 
right price; 

Firms in developing countries must improve the quality of their 
manufacturing processes and their products, to be competitive. 
Inefficient modes of operation that were affordable under more 
protective environments need to be rectified. New management 
techniques and other measures are needed to improve productivity; 

Developing country govenments must adopt innovative policies and 
institutional mechanisms to create conditions which foster productivity 
and make fir•s 1110re co•petitive. 

Clearly, these are not easy tasks. Even though there is a proliferation 
of new product ar.d process technologies, it is difficult to keep abreast of. 
relevant developments and sources. As technology becomes more complex, it is 
difficult to assess the relative merits of each without soNe basic resident 
expertise. C&ining access to sources, and to the resources needed to adapt 
and llodify these technologies to local conditions is nlRo a problem. 
Furthel"90re, n~gotiating technology licenses is a complex process requiring 
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legal. marketing and technical expertise often not easily ~vailable to firms 
in developing countries. 

Similarly, developing a more sophisticated approach to marketing 
requires networks, contacts, various forms of expertise and resources that 
such firms typically do not have or cannot afford. It is costly to conduct 
market studies. to make frequent marketing trips overseas, and to find foreign 
distributors and collaborators. 

Furthermore, local technological capabilities and resources are often 
inadequate to meet industry needs. Even where large local R&D systems have 
been established, these are typically not in tune with the needs of industry 
and lack a •demand driven• approach. 11te value of these R&D capabilities to 
local firms is questionable_ 

In other areas, such as marketing, quality control and management., local 
capabilities are generally weak, if not altogether absent. The culture and 
infrastructure of support service organizations and consulting firms in these 
•soft• areas, which are taken for granted in the U.S., rarely exist in 
developing countries. Where they do ~xist, they are generally priced out of 
the range of most small and a:id-sized firms. This situation is compounded by 
a general lack of experience with, and subsequent distrust of, consultants. 

Clearly, there is a gap between the needs of firms in developing 
countriei; with respect to their technological capabilities and busj_ness 
development efforts, a;ld the institutional and infrastructural context in 
which they exist. Their ins ti tut ions often were set up to meet other 
priorities, or are based on a different view of the role of scilmce and 
technology in economic development. They tend to be bureaucratic, non-mar!cet
driven and not responsive to industry because they are normally subsidized by 
the state. The protectionist policies that many countries pursued in the past 
have insulated local firms from the competitive F:essures that would have 
generated technological innovation, increased pn><luctivity. more sophisticated 
19arketing. and more aggressive movement into international business. 

Carlota Perez• nas summarized the main points; of difference between the 
old and new paradigms and what they imply for the firm. These are shown in 
Figure 1. 

A New Perspective on Iecbnol~ 

At the core of the issue here is technology. For decades, t.he 
international co11111Unity i1a~ focused on how science and technology (.an 
contribute to the economic development of the third world. What has happened 

Perez, op. cit. 
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Fiqure 1: Tile lev vs. tbe Traditioaal Paradiq1: 
CoJ!t[ast Between tvo •1cleil types• in luaqerial Com>n 
~ 

aavancmr. <ma sm1 m ln'IClm:f ~ I Pllt!ICIS 

Celltrali zed comand <ntral qoal.settiDCJ aad coordiaation 
Vertical CIOltrol Local aataimy jlorhCllUI self-control 
Cascade of ~isory levels self-assessinq/self-i1provinq units 
.._,!I It balls best• Participatory decisi~ 

~le pyraaid qrowiDCJ ii bei;rt aid Flat flei.ible 11eblort of v~ i!CJile 
Olllfleiity as it expands tllits/l!lilins flat as it eipands 

Clear Yertical links/separate specialired Interactive, cooperative lints bebleelt 
fUlctiOlal departwents functions alonq eacb product line 

Optiaized SIOOth l11111liDCJ o~izatiOIS eontinoas leani19 and i1prove1e11t 
standard routines and procedlres Plei:.ible systeE/Adaptable procedures 
"1llere is one best vay• •A better vay can always be found• 
Defiaiticm of individual tasts Defi1iticm of qroup tasts 
Silgle function specialization .Uti-skilled personnel/Ad boc teus 
SilCJ}e top-down line of comand Widespread deleqation of decision aakinq 
Si19le bottom-up information f lov llultiple borizontal and verti~l flows 

Labor .!S variable cost Labor as baan capital 
llutet provides mst trained personnel lacb in-boEe traininq and retraininq 
People to fit tbe fixed posts Variable posts/Adaptable people 
Discipline as Iii.in quality Initiative/collaboration/moti1ation 

Dedicated equii-nt Adaptable/progrillmable/f lexible equip. 
Ole optimm plant size for eacb product llaDy efficient sizes/Op~illll relative 
lacb plant anticipates delland qrowth ;rqaaic qrowth closely followinq de9and 
Strive for ecouo.ies of scale for 1aSS OJoice/COlbiaation of econ. of scale, 
procb:tion eoonoaies of scope or specialization 

Keep production rbytla; use Adapt rbytbl to variation in deland 
Iavestory to accomodate variations in lini1ize response tite (As in "just-in-
cQnd time•) 
Produce for stock; sbed labor in slad Use slad for 11iatenance and traininq 

A specific llNSUre for eacb depirtmelt Total procb:tivity leaSUl'ed alonq tbe 
(pardmiDCJ, procb:tioa, mtetiaq, etc.) cbaia for eacb product line 
tToleruoe on quality and rejects Strive fo:: zero defects and zero rejects 

separation frOI the outside world: Stroaq interaction vitb outside vorld: 
POiter price eo1petitioe a10DCJ Appliers; Collaborative lintsvithsuppliers, vitll 
ake studard procb:ts for 816 customers; custORn and, in so.e cases, vitll 
um lell)lb oligopoly vitb Ollllfeliton ~itors {Buie tiD for instance) 
Tiie fill as a closed systn Tbe fin as an open systet 

~ fml, 9. cit. 
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as a result of the chang£> in the entire basis of manufacturing and the 
dyn.; "lies of th€ market, is a funda11ental re-thinkinE, of the concept of 
technology itself - wbile it is not the purpose of this paper to delve too 
deeply into this matter, it is useful to mention some of the main ways in 
~hich our notion of techllology appears to be changing. 

Technology is not just the hardware but includes a soft dimension as 
well ( i _ e. technical know-how. skills and knowledge related to 
technical knowledge and the commercialization process, management, 
marketing, etc.). These •soft assets• can be crucial to t:he proper 
utilization of the hardware, and an entire specialty area is evolving 
in the field of manageaent that deals with this aspect of technology;' 

Technology should be viewed as a whole syste• rather than discrete 
elements, incorporating R&D, design, process and production 
engineering, aaintenance, marwgement, and 11arketing. Thus technology is 
a co•plete package of processes and equipment that are all needed to 
ensure a technological capab!lity; 

Technology is becoming increasingly knowledge-intensive, with a rapid 
increase in the knowledge intensity of production and a growing 
research intensity in the development of new technologies. In soae 
cases, the initial investment costs si•ply to enter into a high-tech 
sector such as semiconductors, is prohibitive even by industrialized 
country standards. For developiPg countries, this suggests serious 
barriers to entry into certain areas of technology and the 111<>re 
relevant question is where they can find a place with respect to the 
industry based on th~s technology; 

Technology can no longer be regarded as a cost of modernization but as 
an investment towards long-term growth and c0111pet1t1veness. The 
•supply• push approach to technology with its assuaption that the key 
to growth is the injection of more technology and 111<>re science needs to 
be revised. Innovation is the key concept today, and is much more a 
demand driven notion. Technology is still an essential input, but the 
type of technology, how it is used, and how it is developed need to be 
addressed on the b.isis of what is the demand for the final results of 
that technology, demands set in the marketplace and derived from the 
needs of society; 

Technology is not siarply a static input to a productive system but 
rather a variable that can be aani pulated. Thus, the same piece of 
equipment can be used badly or well - as a result of non-technical 
factors. Simply having the technology ~s not enough, it aust be used 
well, and this requires an understanding of and capability in the 
management of technology at the enterprise level, and the development 
of sensible and realistic technology policies and plans at the national 
level; 

• See, for example, Steven Hunt, Atul Wad and Tim Lavengood, 
•opti•izing the Returns from Technological Assets•, joint working paper for 
Arthur Andersen & Co. and Northwestern University International Business 
Development. The strategic management literature also contains an increasing 
nWlber of articles that deal with this issue. For example by David Teece, 
R. Jaikwaar, C.K. Prahalad. 
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Technology encOGlpasses not only what is collUllOnl y included under the 
term - i_e. wesLern technology - but traditional bodies of knowledge as 
well. Increasingly in use as an alternative :.o •technology• is the 
concept of •knowledge systems•. which may range from complex computer 
systems to techniques based on accuaulat:ed knowledge in traditional 
societies. For example. traditional medicinal remedies based on local 
herbs and roots, food preservation techniques etc. The scope of what 
constitutes knowledge has thus expanded, and thereby also become 111<>re 
COllple~:. 

In short, the entire notion of technology needs to be revised and 
reconc~ptualized in order to take into ac~ount t:he changing realities of the 
present: time_ The improvement of productivity of manufacturing therefore needs 
to be centrally based on an appreciation of the benefits that can be gained 
by using technology well. 

111E ROLE OF SOFJllARE 

Ihe Current Situation for Develooin& Countries 

While there has been a great deal of concerr1 over the implications of 
the computer revolution for aeveloping countries and the debate continues, 
much of this debate has centered on the hardware aspects of the technology. 
In the past, there was concero over the options available to developing 
countries to build !ocal capabilities in this technology. an option that. is 
fast dwindling as the costs of initial investment continues to rise and the 
barriers to entry, at. J east in the core areas, b€come even tight.er. (On tlw 
other hand, the costs of computer systems continues lo drop, making the 
acquisition of these systems •ore feasible in developing countries.) 

Several countries have, however. made in-roads in the ancillary 
industries. s11ch as printers, disk drives. monitors, etc. For example, the 
total production of the largest hardware manufacturers in the third world. 
mainly the NIEs, exceeded $12 l:>illion in 1988. For the manufacture of 
peripherals, the comparative advantage of cheap labor will probably continue 
to shape the pattern of movement of the industry through the third world. 

On the other hand, in the software industry, the participation of the 
third world has been much smaller. The C.S. continues to dominate the global 
inrlustry, which is estimated to expand to $140 billion by 1996. by growing <it. 
an annual rate of 20-30%. But in this business, the third world barely 
accounts for a few percentage points, although there is evidence that the size 
of the software markets in some countries is increasing rapidly (Fir,ure 2) and 
governments in some countries, such as India, are taking proac~ive supportive 
measures for the development. of this industry. 

At the same time, the industry itself is going through major changcs: 10 

A shortage of trained personnel. resulting in a si.t.uation where 
software costs now account. for the major sharf' of total systf'DI costs; 

A global struggle over operating syst.e11 standards; 

10 Drawn from Schwa re. 1990, op. d t. 
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FIQJJE 2: 9JmiAIE >A> aJIRlTD SDVTCf.S lUKET 
II S!L!t'T!D EalDllS 

(Cllrrent 1914 $ lillion) 

1914 1914. 19&4: 1911.:>. 
~ sa'IJCIS lYtU .. ,.,.. .. 

363.5 337.7 701.2 2,116.2 

25 n.a. a.a. 61 

11.3 92.1 111.l 17.7 

40 20 50 107 

20 n.a. n.a. 67 

59 I 6 65 117 

175 a.a. a.a. 968 

25 n.a. n.a. 49 

27 21 48 71 

26 29 55 57 

Scarce: Scbware, 1989, p.32 

-····· ... :"-'t>: ..... · ·sancm · · :::. .... ·.-.. :·::::: 
...... 

.. ·····-·· 

2,031.4 

1.a. 

291.9 

40 

a.a. 

11 

a.a. 

n.a. 

59 

51 

:i,.7<: . 
mt•: .· 

.. 
. .. ... ······ 

4,217.6 

n.a. 

116.6 

10 

D.a. 

no 
n.a 

n.a. 
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A trend toward~ customized. integrated multi-vendor hardware and 
software solutions; 

A growing emphasis by hardware vendors on software production and 
sales, leading to a concentration of finss within the industry; 

A si11Ultaneous expansion and fragmentation of the industry resulting in 
a growing nW1ber of software vendors. 

These changes could have serious implications for developing countries 
in teras of their role in the global software industry. It may open up new 
opportunities in niche areas, but it may also close existing options. In the 
case of •body-shopping•, for example, which is practiced by companies from 
India, who sell cheap labor for software development through marketing arms 
in the industrialized countries, a coamon proble• faced is that potential 
clients are uncomfortable with the arms-length transaction involved and prefer 
to deal with software developers who have their staff and production close at 
hand. This de~pite all the arguments of cheaper labor, ease of transmission 
of data etc. There is concern over quality control, after sales service, 
protection of proprietary knowledge and delivery schedules. Nevertheless, 
several firms from developing countries have been successful in selling 
software services to clients in the North. 

Software for Domestic Applications 

The focus of this paper is on how software can contribute to the 
improvement of productivity of industry in developing countries. Issues 
relat~d to the participation of developing countries in global software 
markets are closely related but distinct in this regard. 

At a first glance, there seems to be a strong 
potential for software for solving problems in 
developing nations are characterized by: 11 

Low productivity; 

Labor intensive manufacturing operations; 

UnderemploymE:nt; 

Poor work habits; 

Inadequate maintenance; 

Low skill and education levels; 

Material shortages; 

Improper supervision; 

Resistance to change. 

argument in favor of the 
the third w~rld. Most 

' i 
• 
' 

11 Nicholas Damachi and H. Ray Souder, "Coll)>uters and Developing · 1 

Nations~. in Damachi et. al. (eds) op. cit. 
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Damachi and Souder argue that it is precisely these types of problems 
that lend themselves to solution throtJgh the applications of computers, which 
are characterized by: 

Low equipment costs and declining trends in costs; 

Cost effective operations; 

Remove or reduce repetitive tasks; 

Enable productivity control; 

Assist in quality control; 

Can be aade user friendly; 

Improve the quality of data storage, retrieval and analysis; 

Ena~le decentralized decision making; 

Most systems are standardized. 

Thus, there is a strong and logical set of arguments as to why software 
can be used to enhance prcductivity in developing ~ountries. On the other 
hand, the diffusion of software applications has generally been slow. Partly, 
this is a function of the slow adoption rate of computer to~chnology in 
genera:. In most developing countries, t~e large corporate sector and public 
sector undertakings have been the driving force in generating a demand for 
computer technology, but small and medium sized enterprises have not been as 
active. Yet, it is in the small and medium sized sector that some of the most 
valuable benefits could be reaped. 

Barriers to Software Development 

There are several reasons for- this situation, some related to the 
characteristics of developing countries themselves, and some to the natur~ of 
software applications . 

The barriers to the adoption of computer technology in developing 
countries include: 

Poor infrastructure and co111111Unications systems, which impedes the 
proper utilization of the technology; 

Lack of appreciation by end users of the benefits to be gained; 

Perceived high costs associated with computers, even though this is 
increasingly not the case; 

Lack of financial resources and foreign exchange to purchase the 
required technology; 

Concerns over the security of computers, especially for small 
businesses which often use innovative accounting techniques; 

Shortage of trained personnel to operate the equipment; 

..&--- . -
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Antiquated management philosophies and systems which do not lend 
theaselves to the adoptiota of computers. Many managers in developing 
countries feel threatened by computers, because they fear loss of 
control and a reduction in their own status in the organization; 

Lack of inforaation about the tyres. of applications possible with 
today's C09pUter technology; 

Only a few local C011p811ies with the resources and capabilities to 
deliver software applications effectively. Many are simply vendors of 
imported software and do not have the capacity to provide on-site 
assistance in installation. trouble-shooting and proble•-solving. There 
is no •bot-line• for software users; 

High costs of the software itself, because of licensing fees. 
royalties. duties and high profit margins; 

In some countries, a situation where hardware has been oversold, and 
has been under-utilized. leading to a general mistrust of the 
technology, and a hesitance to invest further in software that would in 
fact make the hardware more productive. There is little appreciation of 
what Schneider12 refers to as •hardware+software• thinking; 

Standard software packages do not fulfill user rP.quirements totally; 

Inflexibility on the part of the vendors, who expect the organization 
to adapt to the software rather than vice-versa, which relates to the 
lack of local capability to adapt and ll<>dify software systems for local 
uses; 

The •body-shopping• syndrome, which results in the best talent being 
drawn to work on projects for foreign clients. The salaries tend to be 
higher, and there are other perks such as foreign travel; 

Improper government policies, which tend to favor exports of software 
services rather than provide incentives to local companies to develop 
a domestic client base. Also, in many countries, the policies tend to 
emphasize the •supply• side rather than attempt to foster a real local 
demand. Thus, in India, the government encourages the training of 
software engineers and rewards coapanies that are able to sell services 
overseas; 

Lack of experience in the marketing of soft~are in developing 
cotmtries. Firas tend to under-invest in the marketing effort, even 
though even a cursory analysis of the industry indicates how i11portant 
it is to success. 

Further.ore, there is the larger proble• associated with what is 

12 Hans-Jochen Schneider, •software Production: Organization and 
Modalities•, UNIDO, Vienna, IPCT.63, 17 Hay 1988. 
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ref~rred to by Schneider as •polluted software•. the fact that nearly all 
software syste•s in developed countries are badlr structured aoo difficult: t:o 
maintain_ He even goes so far as to state: 

•lbe state of the art in data proctssing in industrializ~d countries is 
not worth imitating_ Through rationalization of hardware production. 
the hardvare/software cost ratio is nov 20:80 and is piedicted to be 
10:90 in 1988_ Progr~ing staff in industry and in public 
administration devote 80-90% of their total manpower to soft:vare 
maintenance_ llte value of installed software worldwide is about $150 
billion to $200 billion_ Nearly all these software systeas aie badly 
structured and difficult to maintain_ This is called •poll~ted 

software• _ u 

lbus we have a range of rrobleas associated with the diffusion and 
adoption of software application~ in the third world. both as a result of 
constraints specific to the developing countries, and as a result: of the 
nature of the software industry itself_ Yet, in a fundamental sense, software 
can make enormous contributions to productivity improvements in industry, 
banking, transportation, services. public adainist:ration and comamications _ 

Schware, for example, cites several examples of successful software 
applications in developing countries: 

-
A hospital information system in lbailand; 

A municipal management model that projects cash flow requirement~ in 
Srazil; 

An accounting system for businesses operating in hyper-inflationary 
environments in Argentina; 

A system for monitoring foreign exchange transactions jointly developed 
by an Indian and British collaboration; 

A design and drafting package that incorporates CAD and CAM in 
Singapore; 

Adaptation of standard software packages for Arabic countries developed 
in Tunisia; 

Several examples of text processing software in different languages -
Korean, Thai, Chinese, etc. 

lbe possibilities do exist. The question is hov to overcome the barriers 
in order to speed the proper development and utilization of soft.ware in 
developing countries. 

The proble11 in the past with the manner in which the development of a 
software industry has been approached in ieveloping countries is that it has 
been skewed towards: 

IJ Schneider, op. cit. p. 23. 
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An eaphasis on exports of software services; 

A bias towards the nevly industrialized countries:" 

A lack of a balanced approach. 

The four broad categories of application of software in developing 
countries are:a 

Applications for basic needs and the agricultural sector; 

Applications in the government sector; 

Applic11.tions for productivity i11prove11ent in industry and service 
sectors; 

Develoiment of trade and export of software packages and services. 

In order to develop a suitable software industry, a balanced approach 
that takes into account all four of the above areas of application and their 
inter-relationships is required. This entails understanding how export trade 
is linked with domestic deaand and how the different elements of d<>111estic 
demall'i relate to each other. 

In addition, a balanced approach must take into account the types of 
priorities and constraints relevant to the development of these countries. 
While there are wide variations between developing countries, some 
generalizations can be made: 

A need to expand exports in order to earn foreign exchange for the 
acquisition of technology and other inputs to th~ economy. This is a 
pressing need for most developint countries, but with the exception of 
the NIEs, the export performance of most of the South has not been very 
encouraging in recent years, partly due to declines in commodity prices 
and partly due to increased competitive pressures. For r.nme countries, 
ther~ is the added burden of heavy external debt that further 
encourages a strong need to export. As far as exports of softwarl' 
services are concerned, this possibility only exists for a handful of 
developing countries, those with large pools of trained human 
resources. For the most part, developing countries face shortages of 
trained personnel in the software sectors. However. they may haw· 
export opportunities in other sectors ybic .1 could be expanded b,y 
i111>rovin& the competitiveness of these sectors or sub-sectors throu&h 
tbe proper application of pr9dyctivity i!lprovin& techniques. includin& 
software: 

A need to address pressing social and economic problems - heal th, 
e•ployment generation, income generation, nutrition, education and thl' 
over-arching problem of envirolllllental protection. Again, software can 

" See, for example, Schvare, op. cit. 1989, which deals explicitly 
with the iaplications for the NIEs. 

as R. Narasimhan, "Guidelines for Software Development", UNIOO. 
Vienna, Working Paper, UNIDO/IS.439. 10 February 1984. 
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play a productive part in this context by enabling the improvement of 
the quality of social services. adainistration of health care, 
education and skill upgrading. etc_ For the group of countries 
categorized as •1east developed• by the United Nations, these problems 
are perhaps the 80St pressing: 

A very large role played by the state aachinery in all sectors of the 
economy_ This has two i•plications: first, the government is often the 
J argf:st market for goods and services in the country and as such causes 
its own huge purchasing power to influence industrial development in 
desired directions_ In aany countries, especially India, China and 
Brazil. the coaruter industry has received a strong iapetus froa the 
public sector, accounting for over ~0% of total output of the industry 
in India for ex.ample. Secondly, the government bureaucracy is itself a 
source of administrative inefficiency that has an adverse impact: on the 
rest of the economy. Proper applications of software in large 
governaent bureaucracies could improve their own efficiency and thereby 
improve the environment within which industry functions. In aany 
developing countries, i• is the govern11ent bureaucracy that is often 
cited as the main obstacle to industrial growth - the •inor problems 
ar.d delays associated with getting permits and approvals, the enormous 
paperwork involved in importing equipment or obtaining foreign 
exchange, the complexities of the regulatory syste•, etc. all miJitate 
against the efficient working of industry in these countries. While 
software will not be able to sol ·1e all of the inherent problems in 
third world bureaucracies, it would certainly help; 

A trend towards liberalization of the economy. Spu~red by the 
initiatives of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund in 
tne 1980s, many countries have enacted structural adjustment programs 
aimed at developing market based economic systems and opening up their 
domestic sectors to international competition. The results of these 
efforts have been mixed, with the least developed countries perhaps 
faring the worst as a result of poorly design, rl and implemented 
programs. Inertial tendencies from the times of i.rotected domestic 
markets, along with a general lack of capability to compete effectively 
in international markets have had adverse impacts on some countries. 
Others, however, have continued to aggressively privatize their public 
sector corporations with some success, for example, Mexico. In all 
cases, however, there is now increased pressure to become more 
competitive and efficient simply in order to survive the new economic 
climate. There have been positive developments on the •input• side as 
a result of liberalization, as countries have gradually relaxed 
barriers to imports of technology and products in a variety of 
industrial sectors, including the co•puter industry. On the other hand, 
the private sector continues to be relatively weak in most countries, 
whereas it could be the most dynaaic and innovative; 

Finally, there is the co1111e>n concern in all developing countries with 
the development of endogenous capabilities, however defined, so as to 
be able to pursue self reliant and sustainable paths of development. 
More specifically, the concern is focused on developing technological 
capabilities so as to be better able to develop, acquire, adapt and use 
technology for development. This need applies as much to software 
technology as it does to other areas, and the development of long term 
capabilities in software technology and know-hov needs to be a central 
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consideration in any policy making exercise. We s~tll return to this 
issue in the next section. 

Developing a balanced approach to software in developing countries 
therefore needs to be based on a nuaber of considerations: 

The generation of both a deaand for software services, and the 
enhancc.ent of the supply of inputs, such as trained personnel. for the 
growth of the industry. Deaand generation is a role that the state can 
.and should play through its purchasing policies and various incentive 
schemes. Training prograas and relaxed iaport regulations can support 
the supply side; 

A balance aast bt: :1chieved between the concern over exports and the 
generation of a d~estic deaand and capability to meet this deaand. In 
the long nm, an export capability cannot sustain itself without a 
strong domestic base - this is a lesson learned in 11any industrial 
sectors and is indeed a key element in determining the competitive 
advantage of a country in a particular industry. An overearhasis on 
exports can in fact lead to an •enclave• situation, where the export 
oriented industry has very few linkages within the domestic econ08I)'. In 
the extreme, this ind~stry could price itself out of range of domestic 
firas and this aay already be happening. For example, even though 
Indian software engineers are inexpensive by world standards, they are 
very highly paid by Indian standards. A software engineer in India with 
3-4 years experience earns as much as someone with 15 years of 
experience in other fields. This reflects itself in the cost of 
software services to Indian industry, and makes software affordable 
main~y to the large corporate sector or the gover111J1ent. SmaJJ 
businesses are unable to afford these services; 

The development of local capabilities for the long term in the 
appropriate areas of software engineering. Sin.e the global industry is 
itself undergoing a major change, it is not clear exactly where efforts 
should be focused. Imitative strategies will not work for a number of 
reasons, not least of which is that the path that th~ software industry 
in the North has followed is itself being quesr-ioned. Some of the 
problems that software will be called upon to resolve incJude: 1

• 

Problems that are not amenable to algorithmic solutions; 

Problems that involve judgmental decisions; 

Proble•s that require very context specific knowledge that 11Ust 
be consulted dynamically, for exaaple, medical diagnostics; 

Problems where the solutions cannot be specified i.eforehand, but 
must evolve in an open-ended fashion; 

Problems that involve the integration of a mixture of system 
components and are based on inadequate or poor quaJity data. 

Schware, 1989, op.cit. 
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Further11<>rc. the economics of software production are changing, with an 
incrEasing eaphasis on software quality. productive efficiency. economies of 
scale and market intensity. increasing intensity of R&D (which is itself a 
barrier to entry). and the lack of availability of financing and venture 
capital for new start-up firms. 

As the technology of software develops. new possibilities are opening 
up. and new deaands are being placed upon the technology_ For exaaple, there 
is in~reasing interest in the potential of process contro! and monitoring 
software. based on expE>rt systeas. to address enviro1111ental pollution concerns 
in saall firas in the U.S. In fact, the increasing concern over the 
environment is raising a new set of challenges for the industry world-wide. 
On the hardware side. many of the manufacturing processes associated with 
cOt1puters are now being que5t 1 oned for their environmental soundness. On the 
software side, the potential for solving pollution problems at all levels. in 
industrialized and developi·--. countries. is being explored. Software packages 
have already been developed to anticipate toxic spills from factories and 
avoid the chances of reoccurrenc~ of a Bhopal type incident. 17 

An important recent development is •1cnowledge-based c.1.gineering• which 
is a software technology that. •provides a means of storing a product or 
process attributes. rules and requirements. The rules and requirements can 
generate designs, tooling or process plans automatically•. 1

• 

Unlike tradi~ional CAD software. knotiledge-based engineering systems 
capture the intention behind product design and provide a richer and more 
flexible design tool. Companies such as Eastman-Kodak and General Electric 
havt> ht-en able tc cut down design times by orders of magnitude with this 
software. In an age ~hen ftt:me to marketft and •design lead times• are crucial 
to achieving a competitive edge in the marketplace, the value of knowledge 
based engineering cannot be underestimated. For the third world, where design 
times are typically much longer, the application of an appropriate form of 
this software could yield significant competitive benefits in three respects: 

Reduction in time to market: 

Leveraging of existing engineering knowledge; 

Improved capacity for concurrent engineering. 

At present. knowledge based engineering systems require fairly large and 
powerful systems. but with advances in hardware technology it is not wtlikely 
that they will be able to reside on smaller work-stations or even PCs in the 
near future. 

All of this needs to be seen within the context of the emerging new 
paradiy,m of manufacturing i t.s('.lf, discussed earlier. In fact, the issues 

17 See the HASTF. system, developed by ERT in Concord, Hassachussets, 
which is a computer based system for predicting and mitigating potentia] 
impacts of a toxic chemical release. The system has already been installed in 
a number of chemical plants around the United States. 

11 l.awrencc W. Rosenfield, "Using Knowled~e-Based Engineering", 
Production, November 1989, pp. 74-76. 
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related to the potent~al and role of soft"'arc in developing cO\mtries reflects 
tht probleas and issues facing the developing world in general as it addresses 
the challenge of how to develop in a new global context where competition and 
productivity have beca.e critical requirements. Software t~chnology can aake 
a significant contribution to manufacturing efficiency in developing 
countries. 

TEQIUCAL QWICE ARD TEQMQLOGICAL CAPAIILITIES: DIE QUGJRG 'R$PECJIVE 

The question of developing domestic technological capabilities in 
software has been discussed earlier. Huch has been written about the general 
probleas of technological capability development in the third world. Recent 
develo1>9ents in research on technical change have however shed a dif f~rent 
light ~n what constitutes technological capability. Before turnine co the 
specific question of what technological capability in software involves, 
therefore, it is useful to briefly review the changing concepts of technical 
change and in particular technology choice. 

Technology choice is no longer as simple as the neo-classical view would 
suggest. Other factors must be considered in the process, including the 
current economic conditions in the South, the structure and efficiency of the 
market, issues of uncertainty and incompleteness of infoi.ation, the role of 
aanage11ent and other •soft• assets, and the evolutionary nature of the 
technical change process itself. Research by a mmber of economists, including 
Richard Nelson and Sydney Winter. Giovanni Dosi, and, for the developing 
countries, Jorge Katz and Sanjaya Lall, have developed this perspective and 
provided a new conceptual tool kit for the analysis of technical change." 
This growing body of literature suggests that technological change does not 
occur in the steady, linear and incremental way presented in traditional 
economic models. These models assUlle that technological change occurs as a 
spontaneous and linear response to signals from the aarketplace; that the 
market functions perfectly and spontaneously, such that these signals 
precisely reflect a demand for technological innovation that will always 
provide a coapetitive edge to any company that can 111eet the demand; and that 
all mark~t actors will read the commercial environment, and react to it, in 
the saae way. 

These assuaptions of perfect response to market signals, perfect market 
functioning, and holll<>geneity of all market actors are gradually being replaced 
by a new model of technologica~ change which is less linear and leaves more 
room for interpretation, but which fits better with the process of 
technological change as it actually happens. This model stresses factors that 
control the diffusion of technological innovation, such as thP. tacitness of 
technical knov-hov (i.e. the difficulty in codifying such knowledge 
completely), the appropriability of the returns from innovation and the 

,. See for example: Richard Nelson and Sydney Winter, An Evolutionar;y 
Ibeocy of Economic CbaQ&e, The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 
1982; Giovanni Dosi, ed., Iecbnolo&ical Cbance And Economic Tbeory, Pinter 
Publishing, 1988; Jorge Katz, "Late Industrialization, Innovation Processes 
and the Theory of Technological Change: Notes F.llerging from the Latin American 
Experience•, 11i11eo, 1990 (notes for a contribution to Science. Iecbnolo&y an<J 
Pevelopweot: A Sgyrcebo9k, Francisco Sagasti and Jean-Jacques Salo11<>n, eds., 
to be published in 1991; and Sanjaya Lall, Buildin& Industrial Competitiveness 
in Qeyelopin& Countries, OECD, Paris, 1990. 
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i11portant role of learning. It more accurately accounts for the co11pl..:~. 

inte~action between all stages of the innovation process, from basic research 
to commercialization, and better E'Xplains the wide variations in patterns of 
technological change in different industry sectors. Given these differences 
to traditional econo11ic models. this new model is more de9and-driven and 
stochastic. With reference to the search process. it emphasizes hov firas are 
likely to search first at the boundaries of their own knowledge before 11<>ving 
too much further. hov the uncertainty and lack of information associated vi th 
new technology may steer them in directicns that are •safer• rather than more 
innovath·e, and how over time, firas move in din-ctions that allow thea to 
accuailate learning and know-how in an evolutionary fashion. 

This perspective also puts a needed stress on the •soft• side of 
technology, pointing up the fact that technological change is not siaply a 
matter of installing new hardware. Nev hardware brings with it a host oi 
de-.ands for nev learning and ancillary technologies needed to aaxiaize the 
value of the new equipment. This perspective is especially iaportant in the 
area of coaputer technologies, which tend to be whole systems involving 
software, hardware and service.~ It is also important in the sense that it 
is precisely in optimizing this •soft• side of the manufacturing process that 
software can play a vital role 

The •soft• side of technology is receiving increasing attention in the 
literature. In a recent review of the literature on flexible specialization 
<ind third world industrialization, James a'ld Bhalla note the increasing 
emphasis being given to organizational innovation. The empirical base for this 
trend in the developing countries, however, remains small. However, they cite 
a rect'nt study of the garment industry in Cyprus, which showed that thre<' 
changes reorganization of the production line, introduction of a 
computerized information processing systeo. a:1d the closer integration of 
marketing and production - contributed to a substantiai improvement in the 
c:ompctitivP position of th.' firm." 

Then: are other reasons why the •soft• side of technology may be 
parricularly suitable for developing countries to try to improve. Pressures 
to lower cost. and reduce ~ast~. to manage inventories, reduce design lead 
times. and satisfy a more differentiated market can encourage the adoption of 
organizational innovations. The relatively lover costs of introducing such 
inrir>vations. over hardware. is also to be considered. 

This admittedly more complex model is nonetheless more accurate for 
understanding technology choice and innovation in the context of the weak and 
di· ·.orted markets, institutional weaknesses, and the la.:k of access to 
information t.hat char<lcterize many developing countries. 

JO "Transfer and Development of Technology in the Least Developed 
Countri cs: An Assessment of Major Policy Issues•, Uni tr!d Nations Conference 
on Trad<' and Development. (UNCTAD), Geneva, 17 August. 1990 . 

.Jeffrey James and Ajit Bhalla, •Micro-electronics, flexible 
Special i zat.ion and Smal 1 Seal c Industrialization in the Third World", Working 
Paper No. WEP 2-22/\IP.220, International Labor OffL:e. Geneva, August 1991. 
The study they d te fs by Raphael Kaplinsky, •A 1;ase Study of Industrial 
Restructuring: From Mass Production to Flexible Specialization", IDS, Sussex, 
1990. 
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Developing country firms genera~ly have weak d09lestic technology 
generation capabili~ies. Thi~ is particularly true in the software business. 
Therefore, the search for technology is likeiy to be primarily an external one 
that is l iai ted and conditioned by what they know to be available_ Hence the 
quality of the search process becomes an important deterainant of the quality 
of tectmalogy choice. This capab~!ity is often referred to as •technology 
intelligence•. or as •teclmology sourcing and intelligence•u and is a 
crucial component of overall technological capability in software. 

The concept of •teclmological intelligence• is important for our 
purposes because it encompasses a wide range of capabilities with respect to 
the ability to effectively identify, acquire and use teclmology. It includes 
capabilities with respect to: 

The identification of technological needs at the f ira, sectoral and 
national levels; 

The assessment of available technology; 

Teclmology sourcing capabilities, along with the ability to monitor 
technological developments on a global basis; 

The management of technology; 

Technology forecasting and impact evaluation. 

Developing such capabilities requires a detailed understanding of the 
entire technical change process as well as a range of prac!ical initiatives 
directed at institutional development, skills, and policies. Furthermore, it 
must be ~sed on a deep understanding of the constraints under which firms in 
developing countries ope1ate, for example: 

Poor information abo~t technological alternatives; 

Shortage of skills in technology acquisition and adaptation; 

Financial constraints; 

Small domestic markets; 

Poor quality control; 

Bureaucratic constraints imposed by governmental policies and 
structures. 

u See, for example, Michael Radnor and Timothy Lavengood, 
"Technology Intelligence and Sourcing: Issues and Opportunities for Developing 
Nations", Working paper, Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Science and 
Technology (CISST), Northwestern University, 1990 and "The Teclmology Gateway 
Organization: A Hechanis• for the Pr0110tion of Technological Development and 
Industrial Cotq>etitiveness for Developing Countries", Atul Wad, Working paper 
No. 8, Technology Assessment Policy Analysis Project, USAID, December 1990. 
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TECHNOLOGICAi. CAPABILITIES FOR S0FIVARE 

Drawing f rOlil this broad overview of the dimensions of technological 
capability in developing countries, it is possible to narrow down to the 
specific elements that appear to be 111<>st crucial to the development of such 
capabilities in the software industry. Three broad categories of capability 
can be identified as i•portant for the software industry: 

Capabilities in monitoring and sourcing of software techniques and 
know-how on a global basis - tecbnolocy sourcin&; 

The ability to adapt and digest technology obtained from external 
sources for local purposes and t:o develop technologies locally -
tecbnolo&y a<laptation; 

The capacity to deliver the technologies to the end users effectively -
teclmolo&y delivery. 

Of these, the most important with respect to software is the capability 
to source effectively. In the case of adaptation and delivery, the issues 
involved are 11<>re or less the same as with other areas of technology. 

Tecbnolocy Sourcin& 

The effective sourcing of technologies by firns in developing countries 
is increasingly being recognized as vital to the long term development of 
technological capabilities. In the industrialized countries, corporations both 
large and small are appreciating the value of external sourcing of technology. 
and its importance to their competitive position. For developing countries, 
this is particularly important in fast 111<>ving areas of technology. such as 
software, which are also typically the areas where they have the weakest 
endogenous technology generation capabilities. 

Technology sourcing is more of an art than a science. Practitioners in 
the U.S. each have their own particular approach and style. However, certain 
general principles can be identified that have proved useful in the sourcing 
process: 

A horizontal perspective on technology; applications in one area may 
have value in another; 

A global perspective; even though the U.S. dominates the software 
business, important applications may be available elsewhere; 

Sourcing is a cumulative process, not a one shot event; it must be an 
on-going effort on the part of the fir•. even to the point of 
designating a person or persons with the sole responsibility for this 
activity; 

Personal visits and contacts are always more P-ffective than arms length 
transactions. This is repeated by almost ev2ry professional involved in 
this business. The quality of information and the interest that is 
stimulated is much greater when personal contact has been made; 
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The search must be based on a careful assessment of software needs of 
the domestic industry; it lllUSt be based on a market •intelligence• and 
technology needs assessment. Prior to starting a search for technology, 
a demand survey is ~esirable. The types of questions that need to be 
answered are illustrated in Figure J. 

FIGURE 3 
OQESTIONNAIRE FQR TECHNOLOGY NEEQS ASSESSMENT 

What are your major softva~e needs at present? 
Haioagement applications (accounting, finance etc.); 
Spare parts and inventory control; 
Production (e.g. MRP); 
Quality control; 
Service and maintenance; 
Other. 

What business goals will this technology satisfy? 
NEW products; 
!•proved quality; 
Exports; 
Reduced costs; 
Larger volumes; 
Customer relations: 
New markets. 

3. How do you normally identify the sources for software? 
Personal contacts; 
Literature; 
Trade shows; 
Research institutes; 
Universities; 
Consultants; 
Sales calls by equipment manufacturer. 

4. What factors do you consider in selecting a specific software package? 
Cost; 
After sales service; 
Reputation of supplier; 
Quality; 
Compatibility with existing software; 
Ease of use; 
Level of training needed; 
Cost of maintenance and trouble-shooting. 

Jn addition, software firms may find it useful to collect background 
da~.a on the firms they see as potential clients and use this to do their own 
analysis of the types of needs of these fit11s that could be satisfied by 
appropriate software. A typical listing of the type of infor.matior that would 
be needed to identify the specific softwa~e needs of a firm il; showt• in Figure 
4. 
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FIGURE 4 
DIAGNOSTIC SURYEY FOR ASSESSING SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

I. CORPORATE PROFILE 
Ownership 
Employees 
Sales (Annual) 

2. 

3. 

Products (Range of Products) 

MARKET POSITION 
Market share 
Major competitors 
Distribution networks/channels 
1 of sales for exports 

TECHNOLOGY 
Type of equipment 
Age of equipment 
Source of equipment 

4 _ PRODUCT ION 
Throughput (volume per hour or day of product) 
Nuaber of shifts 
Raw materials 
Percentag~ waste/scrap 
Down time of equipment 

'J. QUALITY 

6. 

Product image among consumers 
Number of defective parts produced 
Average inventory 
Equipment failure frequency 
Quality of raw materials and other inputs 
Number of customer returns 

HlJ!1AN R£SO\JRCES 
Management/employee ratio 
Skills profile and areas of weakness. 

The purpcse of this information is primarily to },, able to assess where 
there may be room for improvement in the performance of the firm and how this 
could be accomplished through software introduction. For example, the quality 
related questions may reveal that the company has a poor image because of a 
high level of returns, which is in turn a function of poor internal quality 
control, which could be improved by introducing a total quality management 
package to the company. 

The above discussion reflects to some extent the real experiences of 
some software companies in developing countries. 

Lessons frow an Indian Software Co!IJ)Any 

One of the largest Indian software coapanies has stressed the sourcing 
of new products and technologies for years, with considerable success, Rased 
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on interviews with a senior executive from this company. the following general 
lessons atout sourcing were drawn:n 

Sourcing as such is not a difficult task, but is labor and time 
intensive; 

Fairs and expos around the world tend to be an important source of 
inforaation, and travel to these shows on a regular basis is es~ential; 

Of the three main regions for sourcing, Southeast Asia, Europe and the 
U_S., Southeast Asia is good for low end hardware needs, E~rope for 
medium level hardware needs, and the U.S. for software_ Europe is a 
good source for customized software and Southeast Asia has little to 
offer in software; 

The demand for software exists in the domestic market_ The needs have 
to be understood, though_ This can be assessed through surveys or other 
channels - trade jo~rnals, manufacturers• associations, feedback from 
the sales force, and from government sources; 

G~nera!ly, large customers know what they need, Yhereas the smaller 
companies are less clear and have to be persuaded; 

It is good to have a long shopping list when starting the search and 
sourcing effort since not all needs will be met; 

Keeping abreast of the technical literature is extremely important. 
especially when entering the final stages of negotiations for 
technology purchase; 

Part of the sourcing effort is to determine what products and 
technologies are working well in the North, since this enhances your 
confidence level; 

Having a clear-cut procurement pol icy a11d machinery is important to 
expedite the acquisition of the technology onct it ~~s been selected; 

The sourcing effort, as well as the adaptation process should b~ 
properly costed out and this cost should be reflected in the price 
charged to the customer. Firms tend to ignore these costs and often 
underprice a new product. 

Finally, in the acquisition of technology, there is the entire issue 
related to negotiating. In the case of software, negotiating becomes 
particularly difficult because of intellectual property rights issues and the 
problems of valuating the worth of what is essentially a product of "brain
power•. The acquirer of technology needs to be able to negotiate with a full 
knowledge of the legalities, &ccounting issues and proprietary issues involved 
in order to get the best deal. Strengthening negotiation capabilities for 

u :interviewwithArunTolani, Presi<!ent, ICIH, U.S.A., and formerly 
Vice-President, ICIM India. 
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:;oftwar<' acqutsltton is an important component of the technology sourcing 
r~pability of a firm.u 

Technology Adaptation and Technology Delivery 

Acquiring the right type of technology is the first step, and must be 
fol lowed by an efficient process of •digestion• and delivery of the 
technology. Firms in developing countries often spend long periods adapting 
and absorbing new software technology. Yet, this is a real cost to the firm 
and needs to be minimized. There are few studies that examine the processes 
that follow the acquisition of technology by a developing country firm, and 
as such our understanding of how this could be improved is limited. On the 
delivery side, the saae issue arises. Adapting the software to the specific 
needs of the customer, training the user and providing efficient follow-up 
assistance and trouble shooting is essential to the successful utilization of 
the technology. Few firms in developing countries pay attention to this 
aspect, and often leave the customer stranded with a software package that he 
cannot use. 

TIIE SOFl'VARE IftDUSTRY IN JMAICA: AN IUJJSTRAIIVE AMI.ISIS 

It is useful to examine the specific situation of the software industry 
in a particular country and a recent study by Gillian Marcelle of the Jamaican 
computer services industry is useful in this regard. 35 The study is one of 
thP few thorough analyses of a domestic computer industry in a developing 
country and provides an excel 1 ent micro -level assessment of the prob) ems and 
i ssucs faced by the industry. This section draws heavily on the Marcelle 
re port . 

Sourcing of technology by Jamaican firms tends to be hcavil y oriented 
towards the United States for both hardware and software. In the case of 
hardware. the larger corp0rat ions, such as IBM, ICE and Apple tend to 
dominate. In the software area, the sources tend to be: hardware manufacturers 
of c pc rating systems, software specialist houses, and specialized applications 
suppl il'rs. Jamaican firms al so source software through large distribution 
houses in the U.S. Throughout, the U.S. dominates, though some sourcing does 
takt• place from other countri<:s, such as Taiwan, Canada, U.K., Sweden and 
Belgium. About 20% of Jamaican firms source locally as well . 

On average, the cc>sls of sourcing were estimated as between 0. 3% and 24% 
of revenues for the fir111s studied. This included expenditures on: 

Tl:chnical support fees, training and trouble shooting; 

Purchases of related information, manuals, training course etc; 

J• See, for example, S. Soltysinski. "Strengthening Negotiating 
Capabi Ii tics in the Acquisition of Hardware and Software in Latin America", 
UNIOO, IPCT.l~. February 1987, Vienna. 

Gillian Marcelle, "Industry Profile of the Jamaican Computer 
Services Industry", Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences and 
lnstitut.f! of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, 
Ki ngst.on, Jamaica, J 991 . 
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Acquiring general technical knowledge in the information services field 
and keeping abreast of technological trends_ Expenditures on 
conferences, trade shows, industry reports etc_ would be included here; 

Subscriptions and fees for access to electronic databases; 

Fees for training courses and seminars. 

The avera&e level of expenditure on technology acguisition is hi&h 
compared to other sectors in Jamaica. indicating the relative importance of 
this function to the cowputer inciustr;y. 

The report also examined the sources of technological know-how used by 
Jamaican firms to augment what they obtained from the suppliers of technology. 
Trade shows, conferences, technical journals and training programs were 
important for this •general capability development• purpose. 

In assessing the overall industry, Marcelle concludes that in Jamaica, 
"All of the technology acquisition activity and in-house technology 
development is aimed at the product development stage. Training courses, 
purchase of journals, trade literature and newsletters as well as attending 
conferences and trade shows all provide detailed product knowledge and equip 
the Jaaaican technologists with a working knowledge of information 
tech~ologies. Armed with these two inputs, they adapt and modify received 
information and products to create versions of existing applications or to 
enhance products but not to fundamentally alter their characteristics of 
capabilities (emphases added)." 16 

As such, even though the Jamaican industry has become very adept at 
identifying and adapting technology from overseas and staying current with the 
state of the art, domestic technology generation capabilities remain weak. To 
be able to contribute substantially to the competitiveness of Jamaican 
manufacturing firms and the efficiency of the services sector, this capability 
is essential. 

CONcwSIOR: DIE ltlPQ&IARCE OF DIE •SQFT• DIHFBSIOR OF IECHIOLQGY 

This paper has attempted to provide some insights into the importance 
of software for upgrading productivity in developing countries. It is at best 
a cursory analysis, since the empirical base for the application of software 
to domestic industry in developing countries is weak, and is very scant when 
this question is addressed within the context of the new techno-economic 
~radigm. 

Nevertheless, the writing is on the wall - to improve productivity, 
firms all over the world are having to look at the "soft" dimension of 
technology - the intangible processes and linkages that are as important to 
efficiency as the equipment itself. In Japan, the appreciation of these "soft" 
assets has reached 2. very high level In the U.S., the larger firms are 
beginning to appreciate it. But in the third world, there is still a long road 
to travel. 

Marcelle, op. cit. p. 24. 
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For the softwan~ industry the challenge is simple to describe and 
difficult to accomplish: identify where domestic firms can gain the 111<>st from 
software applications; find the relevant software technology wherever it is. 
adapt it to the local needs and deliver it speedily and effectively to the 
users. 

For policy makers, the need is to develop a more balanced long term 
approach to the promotion of the software industry, taking into account the 
complexities of the modern global economy. Host importantly, there llUSt be a 
balance between export emphasis and the generation of domestic d£mand. Making 
it easier for local firms to access and acquire software technology and 
develop domestic capabilities are two areas where the state can play a very 
positive role, by relaxing restrictions on imports of technology and using its 
own sizeable purchasing power to shape demand. Policy makers also need to look 
at innovative organizational mechanisas that could be established to improve 
technology acqu1s1t1on and coaaercialization technology incubators, 
technology sourcing mechanisms, technology banks and clearinghouses, etc. 

On the policy research side, much more empirical work is needed on the 
micro- level. How firms acquire technology, what determines their 
competitiveness, and how technology is digested and adapted are all processes 
that need to be better understood in order to 111<>re clearly articulate the 
proper role of software. 
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